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Validation of the Endoscopic Part of the Spigelman
Classification for Evaluating Duodenal Adenomatosis in
Familial Adenomatous Polyposis: A Prospective Study of
Interrater and Intrarater Reliability
John Gásdal Karstensen, MD, PhD1,2, Steffen Bülow, MD, DMSci1, Johan Burisch, MD, PhD3, Mark Bremholm Ellebæk, MD, PhD4,
Marcin Ostapiuk, MD, PhD5, Hans Christian Pommergaard, MD, PhD6 and Palle Nordblad Schmidt, MD, PhD3

INTRODUCTION: In patients with familial adenomatous polyposis, the Spigelman classification is recommended for

staging and risk stratification of duodenal adenomatosis. Although the classification has been used for

decades, it has never been formally validated.

METHODS: We included consecutive FAP patients undergoing upper gastrointestinal endoscopic surveillance and

evaluated the inter- and intrarater reliability of the Spigelman classification.

RESULTS: The interrater reliability of the endoscopic parameters and the Spigelman classification was good and

excellent, respectively. The intrarater reliability of the endoscopic parameters and the Spigelman

classification was moderate and good, respectively.
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DISCUSSION: The results support continued use of the Spigelman classification as the primary end point for future

studies and as key endoscopic performance measure.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL accompanies this paper at http://links.lww.com/AJG/C331

Am J Gastroenterol 2022;117:343–345. https://doi.org/10.14309/ajg.0000000000001582

INTRODUCTION
Familial adenomatouspolyposis (FAP) is a hereditary disorderwith
a high prevalence of duodenal adenomatosis (1,2). In 1989, the
Spigelman classification was introduced to assess the severity of
duodenal polyposis and stratify patients according to their risk of
duodenal cancer (3). While its correlation with cancer has been
explored in several studies, a systematic validation of the re-
producibility of the Spigelman classification has not been per-
formed (4,5). Furthermore, theclassification tends tounderestimate
the importance of adenomatous lesions at the major papilla (6). A
conservative strategy is often recommended for small adenomatous
lesions at the major papilla, with the threshold for endoscopic
therapy often set at their being 10mm in diameter, with high-grade
dysplasia or villous morphology (7–9).

The primary aim of this study was to assess the interrater and
intrarater reliability of the endoscopic assessment of the Spigel-
man classification conducted by experienced endoscopists. We
also wanted to evaluate the endoscopic interrater and intrarater
reliability in assessments of adenomatous transformation of the
major papilla, including the size of the lesions.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
In this prospective study, we included consecutive patients with
FAP from Hvidovre Hospital undergoing upper gastrointestinal
endoscopic surveillance. The procedures were performed with
state-of-the-art endoscopes (GIF-HQ190/GIF-1TH190/TJF-
Q180V/TJF-Q190V, Olympus Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan)
without the use of caps and included biopsy sampling. The major
papilla was, however, only biopsied if deemed necessary by the
endoscopist. Choice of endoscopic modality was at the discretion
of the endoscopists, but a sufficient visualization of the major
papilla with white light was always included. To evaluate the
interrater reliability (interclass correlation coefficient [ICC]) of
the endoscopic assessment, all procedures were recorded, and the
unedited videos were subsequently assessed according to the
Spigelman classification by 5 endoscopists, all having long-term
(.5 years) experience in treatment and surveillance of patients
with FAP (Figure 1). To estimate the intrarater reliability, the
assessments were repeated after 1 week. While evaluation of the
Spigelman classification was defined before the study began,
the separate study of the major papilla occurred afterward. The
raters were asked, first, whether they could identify the major
papilla and, if so, whether they found adenomatous tissue to
be present and, if they did, whether the lesion was smaller or
larger than 10 mm (Figure 1). The necessary ethical approval/
clearance was obtained. The study was registered at clinicaltrial.
gov (NCT03346980).

Severity of duodenal adenomatosis was estimated using the
Spigelman classification, which is a composite score of 2 endo-
scopic parameters (polyp number and maximum size of polyps)
and 2 histopathological parameters (morphology and grade of
dysplasia). The score ranges from 0 to 12, and it enables classi-
fication into 4 Spigelman stages (3).

Statistics

The sample size was calculated for the interrater reliability of the
Spigelman classification according to there being 3 raters. To esti-
mate an expected ICC of 0.9 being significantly higher than an ICC
of 0.8, with power of 0.8 and a significance level of 0.05, 33 patients
needed to be enrolled in the study (10). To estimate interrater re-
liability, the ICC (6)was appliedusing a2-way random-effectmodel,
absolute agreement, and average measures (11). For the intrarater
reliability study, the mean of the ICC was estimated using 2-way
mixed-effectmodel, absolute agreement, and averagemeasures. ICC
values were interpreted according to Portney and Watkins (12).

RESULTS
Between December 2017 and January 2020, 34 patients with FAP
from 27 families were enrolled in the study. The mean age was
43.6 years (SD 17.7), and 11 (32%) patients were female indi-
viduals. The mean time of the procedures was 26.9 minutes (SD
9.6), and the endoscopic modality was side-viewing duodeno-
scope in most (91%) cases (see Supplementary Material, http://
links.lww.com/AJG/C331).

Interrater and intrarater reliability of the

Spigelman classification

The interrater reliability of the Spigelman classification was de-
termined tobe excellent,with an ICCvalue of 0.95 (95%confidence
interval 0.91–0.98) (Table 1). The Spigelman stages are used to

Figure 1. The upper images show the duodenum of 2 familial adenoma-
tous polyposis (FAP) patients with duodenal polyposis of differing severity.
The lower images demonstrate papillary adenomatous involvement, which
is obvious on the left but could prove challenging to ascertain on the right.
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stratify patients for the appropriate intervals between surveillances,
and we found that the Spigelman stage had an excellent interrater
reliability of 0.93 (0.86–0.96). The intrarater reliability of the Spigel-
man classification was estimated to be 0.91 (95% confidence interval
0.83–0.96), whereas the intrarater reliability of the Spigelman stages
was good, with an ICC of 0.88 (0.76–0.94). The interrater reliability
(6) of assessments of the presence and size of adenomatous tissue at
the major papilla (no adenoma vs adenoma smaller than 10 mm vs
adenoma10mmor larger)was0.85 (0.70–0.94),whichwas indicative
ofmoderate reliability.Whenassessing the intrarater reliability for the
sameparameter, the ICCwas 0.72 (0.36–0.87). Excluding caseswhere
the duodenoscope was omitted did not alter these results.

DISCUSSION
In this prospective validation study of consecutive patients with
FAP, we found the interrater reliability of the Spigelman classi-
fication was excellent, whereas the interrater reliability was good
for the Spigelman stage. For 3 decades, the Spigelman classifica-
tion has been used in patient care and in the international liter-
ature for grading duodenal polyposis in patients with FAP (13).
The validation we present in this study supports its continued use
for risk stratification of patients with FAP and duodenal adeno-
matosis and emphasize that in a multicenter setting, the Spigel-
man classification is appropriate as a primary outcome.

The Spigelman classification has often been criticized for under-
estimating the importance of adenomatous transformation of the
major papilla. We conducted a simple endoscopic evaluation of the
papilla and found that it hadonly amoderate interrater reliability and
a poor intrarater reliability. Therefore, before an endoscopic evalua-
tion of adenomatous tissue at the major papilla is included in any
future modifications of the Spigelman classification, improved en-
doscopic reproducibility of the system ought to be demonstrated.

There are 2 limitations in this study. First, only a minority of the
patients had histopathologically severe duodenal adenomatosis with
high-gradedysplasia or villousmorphology.However, themain focus
of the study was the reproducibility of the endoscopic variables, and
the distribution of these was representative of FAP in every phase.
Second, the videos were completely unedited, which meant that the
number and targets of the biopsy specimens were also included,
whichmight have biased the endoscopists’ evaluations, albeit slightly.

In conclusion, our evaluation of the Spigelman classification has
shown it to have excellent reliability. Therefore, it should continue to
serve as a primary end point for future studies and as a key perfor-
mance measure during routine endoscopy in patients with FAP.
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Table 1. Interrater and intrarater reliability

Interrater reliability (6) Intrarater reliability (6)

Polyp number (95% CI) 0.90 (0.84–0.95) 0.80 (0.60–0.90)

Polyp size (95% CI) 0.88 (0.78–0.94) 0.77 (0.50–0.89)

Sum of endoscopic variables (95% CI) 0.91 (0.82–0.95) 0.83 (0.65–0.91)

Spigelman score (95% CI) 0.95 (0.91–0.98) 0.91 (0.83–0.96)

Spigelman stage (95% CI) 0.93 (0.86–0.96) 0.88 (0.76–0.94)

Gradation of the major papilla (95% CI) 0.85 (0.70–0.94) 0.72 (0.36–0.87)

Gradation of the major papilla including only

cases with a duodenoscope (95% CI)

0.84 (0.67–0.94) 0.72 (0.34–0.88)

CI, confidence interval; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient.
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